
There’s a reason the service at your Valentine’s Day dinner seemed too attentive. The
restaurant already had calculated when it expected you to finish your meal and walk out the
door.

As online reservation systems make it simpler to fill seats at less-popular hours, restaurateurs
are finding that their biggest challenge is getting tables turned over in time for the next
reservation, says Gabe Garza, a partner in Blue Door Kitchen & Garden, La Storia and a handful
of other Chicago restaurants.

To move the meal along, many restaurants keep tabs on loitering diners, rush out food for
guests sitting at in-demand spots and regularly entice diners to the bar for free dessert or a
post-dinner drink. “We really concentrate on being able to control the dining room without the
guest feeling it,” Mr. Garza says.

It’s easy to overstay your welcome. While restaurants don’t publish turnover times, most won’t
let two-person meals run much longer than 90 minutes during busy nights. That limit can be
closer to two hours for slightly larger parties or fine dining. In general, two-person tables tend
to leave earlier, while a four-person table can order the same amount of food but stick around at
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least 15 minutes longer. (Reservations systems including OpenTable let individual
establishments calculate exactly how long the restaurant takes to seat the next party.)

Cramped environments are naturally less comfortable and create faster turnover without a hint
of feeling rushed, says Darren Tristano, president of Chicago-based restaurant-research firm
Technomic Inc. To create pockets of faster turnover, more restaurants are opting for communal
tables in the dining area, along with backless stools at the bar, where patrons can order from
the full menu.

The initial drink order can serve as a litmus test of when a party might leave, says Mr. Garza,
who often sends guests to start their night at the bar even when a table is available. Those who
order a bottle of wine at the bar will leave about 15 minutes earlier because it eliminates the
need to bring a wine list to the table, he says. When a large party orders a round of cocktails, the
order hints that servers can expect a long, drawn-out dinner with wine.

At Kingsley in New York’s East Village, calculating how long a table will stay is based on their
food order. Chef-owner Roxanne Spruance says the $125, nine-course set menu allows diners to
extend what’s typically a two-hour meal by another hour. When a table asks for a prix fixe meal,
servers discreetly walk over to the host stand and extend the dining time accordingly. The point
is to plan ahead without making diners feel unwelcome. “There’s a fine line between making
money and pushing people out cafeteria-style,” Ms. Spruance says.

At New York’s Cosme, diners order from a menu of dishes, including scallops and carnitas, that
are meant to be eaten in a few bites by several guests. They tend to fly off the plate faster than
individual portions, says managing partner Santiago Gomez. At the end of the meal, guests who
linger are offered a dessert on the house at the restaurant’s bar area.

The strategy means that Cosme’s diners get up in just 75 minutes in the winter, while summer
patrons leave in 60 minutes flat. Restaurateurs guess that the seasonal difference arises
because dinner tends to be the main event in winter, while in warmer weather, patrons often
are continuing on to other activities. The restaurant is careful never to mention to diners that

At the Blue Door Kitchen & Garden in Chicago, some diners are escorted to the bar for their �irst round of drinks to speed up
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someone is waiting for their table. “We don’t want them to feel like they are in the military,” he
says.

Servers are often on the front lines of discouraging diners from lingering, says Cory Fierro, a
33-year-old server at an upscale steakhouse in Anaheim, Calif. One proven tactic is playing
hard-to-get with dessert by not teasing it at the meal’s start and only passing out the dessert
menu at meal’s end, when asked. “You’re not freezing them out, but you are restricting what
else they can do,” he says.

Restaurants know which tables are most needed for parties later that night. During prime time,
servers often are asked to subtly fast-track the order of a table that needs to get up sooner by
going straight to the cooks, says Mr. Garza. The food is prepared ahead of other orders, which
allows diners to finish a meal about 10 to 15 minutes earlier.

There also are high-tech ways to encourage so-called campers to get up. Once a table has gone
over the restaurant’s individually allotted dining time, both servers and management are

Duck carnitas, shown, are among the easy-to-share menu options at Cosme, where diners usually stay an hour in summer and
linger longer in winter. PHOTO: FIAMMA PIACENTINI



electronically alerted to get involved by the restaurant’s OpenTable software system, he adds.
“It puts [staff] on notice that we have to start figuring out Plan B,” he says.

Knowing that you’ve been rushed out the door can feel stressful after a meal, says Suzie
Linville, a 38-year-old public-relations manager who lives in Denver. Last month, she visited the
Playground, a Santa Ana, Calif., eatery where she and her date left after a little over an hour. “I
felt like I had to gulp my wine and we needed to move on from the table quickly,” says Ms.
Linville, who had dined at the restaurant once before. “It left us feeling unimportant.” This
experience is not the norm, according to Jason Quinn, the chef owner, who says the restaurant
gives a minimum of two hours per reservation and diners can request three hours if needed.

What’s the solution for diners who want to stay past the allotted time without the hassle? Dine
later. Or be upfront when reserving about wanting a leisurely dinner, which may lead to an out-
of-the-way table that’s best for lingering. As a last resort, Mr. Garza suggests dropping a hint to
the server upon arrival. “There are diners that enjoy the art of dining,” he says, “and we want to
give that to them.”

Appeared in the February 23, 2017, print edition as 'restaurant tricks to move you along
DINING.'
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Tlayuda, served with chorizo, black beans and avocado at Cosme restaurant in New York, is meant to be shared and eaten
quickly. PHOTO: FIAMMA PIACENTINI


